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Per CNN, the DPRK might now be able to nuke Boston. We're looking at being led into our biggest war since WWII by our worst president ever.

2) "If it had been fired on a flatter trajectory, it would've threatened LA, Denver, Chicago, as far as NYC/Boston."

3) We had a chance to fully investigate Russia and see Pence, Ryan or someone else be in the Oval if war comes. Instead, a possible traitor.

4) D.C. Republicans play possum while the U.S. faces its gravest military threat since WWII with a mentally unstable man in the Oval Office.

5) The only thing left to determine is the weight of the payload on the DPRK's latest ICBM. If it checks out, all America is under threat.

6) The Founders never intended an obviously mentally unstable, intellectually incompetent, and possibly compromised man to lead us into war.

7) There's no more time to make excuses for Mr. Trump. The military (Gen. Dunford) says this could be the worst thing we've seen since WWII.

8) The "Pence would be worse on policy" crowd is right—and they need to get over it. Because at least Pence could handle his role in a war.

9) The DPRK doubled testing as soon as Trump was sworn in. The whole world sees Trump as weak, stupid, vain, incompetent, possibly disloyal.

10) An *aggressive* Russia investigation by the House, Senate, and DOJ—via Mueller—could've restored America's confidence in its leadership.

11) Instead, the GOP tried to steal our healthcare and pushed #fakenews about the Russia probe as the DPRK tested ICBMs in the Sea of Japan.
12) I don’t care where you stand on Trump and Russia. If you think he has the mental and emotional capacity to be a wartime leader, WAKE UP.

13) Putin has played Trump like a fiddle with no effort. Trump has already embarrassed himself around the world and acted like a child here.

14) Dunford is right we could defeat Kim if it came to that. But the loss of U.S. and Korean lives in Asia—maybe here—would be incalculable.

15) I pushed aggressively for a Russia probe for reasons having NOTHING to do with Trump being Republican—e.g., that he’s mentally unstable.

16) I remain an optimist, but I fear we’ve put the fates of many millions in the hands of a man every right-thinking person knows is unwell.

17) We have constitutional procedures in place allowing for Trump’s removal on several grounds: emoluments; 25th Amendment; and High Crimes.

18) When bombs and missiles are in the air is *too late* to decide that a man who can’t handle a TWITTER FEED also can’t handle a WORLD WAR.

19) I have people I love in LA, in Chicago, in New York. They give me even more reason than I had before to see this man fully investigated.

20) All I’ve ever sought is a President Pence now and fair elections in 2018 and 2020. Want a safe America? Then you want the *same thing*.

PS) To be clear, I’m not advising fear, anger, or hatred. I am *only* advising clear vision, resolve, and a commitment to truth—and America.

PS2) Understand that Kim doesn’t have to launch a *single* missile for this situation to turn violent. Do *not* fall for false consolations.

PS3) War could be caused accidentally by a tweet, by a precipitous action abroad, by misleading rhetoric from the White House, or much else.

PS4) I trust our generals. But recently Trump left a confusing 9-minute delay between two tweets—in which caesura catastrophe could’ve come.

PS5) Trump has already, for instance, *erroneously* tweeted that Japan has and might use a military that can—*unprovoked*—act offensively.

PS6) Days ago he issued an "official presidential directive" over Twitter that endangered U.S. soldiers and our military thus had to ignore.
PS7) We know he doesn't fully read or comprehend his briefing books. We know he *watches TV* instead of getting the dire briefings he needs.

PS8) We know he saber-rattles like a madman well after midnight, and in ways that cause international confusion—and sometimes new incidents.

PS9) We know he tells lies—to Americans!—so habitually that in a time of war he would be a hundred times worse than "Baghdad Bob" ever was.

PS10) And we know that leaders *around the world* are laughing at him and see America as vulnerable because he's the man in the White House.

PS11) Dems—yes, Dems—must say with one voice (a) we want an expedited Russia probe, and (b) we readily accept (for *now*) a President Pence.

PS12) Trump being a colluder (via sanctions policy) and unwell *aren't* mutually exclusive. His pathologies are *how* Putin compromised him.

PS13) I'm an American before I'm a Democrat. If Trump quit the GOP I'd say what I say now: as patriots we must militate for President Pence.

PS14) If you disagree, remember what [my personal hero] Barack Obama told Trump last year: *North Korea* is the biggest crisis in the world.

PS15) We Dems will have ample time to fight a President Pence in free and fair elections in 2018 and 2020. But now we must think of America.

PS16) I don't know how to more clearly state that I love my country more than my party than by saying I am *asking* for Mike Pence as POTUS.

PS17) Trump's cultists (and that's what they are) will have no effective rhetoric against a Democratic Party *asking* for a President Pence.

PS18) We as Dems must make clear that we DO NOT CONSIDER Donald Trump a Republican. What he is is a troubled person, pathological liar, etc.

PS19) I would go further and say that I oppose Trump *because* he's not a Republican. Republican politics *don't* stir these emotions in me.

PS20) Dems who cannot distinguish between Trump and Pence are not doing a service to our party or to the country. One is an *actual madman*. 
DOCS1) *Please* stop doubting this threat. And stop doubting that Trump's dangerous pathologies are *increasing* it.
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DOCS2) I'm not here for any he-likes-Pence rhetoric. Pence is vile—but sane—and I've never voted Republican. Been a progressive all my life.
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